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ON A SECONDARY TURNING POINT PROBLEM

BY MINORU NAKANO AND TOSHIHIKO NISHIMOTO

§ 1. Introduction.

1.1. Aspects of the problem. In order to solve the so-called turning point
problem, there may be several .methods. One of them is the stretching-matching
method. This method has been improved by some authors, say, Wasow, Iwano
and Sibuya. Especially Wasow has shown that this method is very useful for the
problem in his papers [11] and [12]. Iwano [2] and Iwano-Sibuya [3] showed ex-
plicitly how to decide the stretching transformations for the stretching-matching
method, but did not prove how to match. On the other hand, Wasow [11] showed
implicitly both how to stretch and how to match for the special case, and later
Nishimoto [6]-[8] and Nakano [4] extended results of Wasow to various cases by
applying the theory of Iwano and Sibuya. However, all the cases considered by
them assume that a characteristic polygon for respective differential equations
consists of one segment. (Definition of a characteristic polygon will be given in
the following paragraph.) In this paper we will make a one-segment condition
weaker and analize the case satisfying a two segment condition.

1. 2. The characteristic polygon. This paper studies the following type of the
differential equations:

or in the vectoral representation

(1) ε*-=A(x, ,
a(x, ε) OJ

where ε is a small parameter, σ is an arbitrary positive integer and a(x, ε) is
holomorphic in both variables x and ε in the region

D: \x\^x», 0<

and asymptotically expansible such that

a(
0 0 / 0 0 \

x, ε)— xv+ Σ ( Σ arhXh )ε
r=l \h=mr /
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as ε tends to zero uniformly on D, with v and mr positive integers.
Since v is an integer, two eigenvalues of the coefficient matrix of (1) inde-

pendent of ε are identical for x=Q and differ for x^Q. That is to say, the origin
x=0 is a turning point of the differential equation (1).

We plot following points:

R=(σ,-ΐ),

in the (X, F)-plane with the orthogonal coordinate system.
We construct a polygon, convex downward, in such a way that its vertices are

some of R and Pr and that all the points R and
Pr are situated either on or over the polygon.
The polygon thus defined is called a characteristic
one for the differential equation (I).15 If the charac-
teristic polygon consists of one segment, we say
that the differential equation (1) satisfies the one-
segement condition, and if it consists of two seg-
ments we say that the differential equation (1)
satisfies the two-segment condition, and so on.

Since we shall consider the case which the
equation (1) satisfies the two-segment condition,
we show that this condition is represented by a
simple inequality.

Without loss of generality, we can assume
that the characteristic polygon snaps at a point

Pr0 = (<*ι, βi) whose F coordinate is situated between v/2 and 0 and whose X coordi-
nate is situated between σ and 0. The equations of the straight lines between P0 and

Pro and between Pro and R are X+/oι(F-y/2)=0, /0ι=r0/(v-wro) and X-σ+p2(Y+l)
=0, p2 = (2σ—ro)/(mro+2) respectively. Therefore the condition which the character-
istic polygon consists of two segments is

r+2 r0 v mro - ?

-σ 4 + 2 > 2 ' '-*•>*>"'•

All the points Pr except for P0 and PΓQ are situated over the characteristic polygon.
For the sake of simplicity, we consider the case σ=l and so r0=l, and we assume
that the points Pr except for P0 and Pro do not exist. Then the two-segment con-
dition becomes simply p>2mι+2, or by changing notations it becomes

since we take only the principal part of the coefficient of (1).

Fig. 1. Characteristic Polygon.

1) For the general systems, see Iwano [2],
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1. 3. Division of the region D. For the sake of convenience, we divide the
region D into several subregions in each of which the given equation (1) is reduced
to a special form. In the followings Mi and xt designate large and small constants
respectively, and Λ(a, /3)=diag [1, εV3] with a and β real.

1° In the region Mi|e|'l^|a?|^;a?o, pι=rQl(v-mr<), the differential equation (1)
is changed by Y=Λ(0,βo)Z, β0=ι>l2, to

,7 f rn
— — -
dx~\\l O

In the region xι\e\f^\x\^Mι\e\Pί

f the transformations x=εPίt, Y=Λ(γ1,Q)U,
mro), change (1) to

Since the exponent of ε is positive, this equation is in a same form as the
original equation (1) and has several turning points which are roots of f+ ctμ=Q.
If μ>0, £=0 is a turning point of (4) and it corresponds to the original turning
point x=Q. The other turning points, namely the roots except for £=0 of the
equation f+cΓ=0, do not explicitly correspond to the original turning point.2)

3° In the region M2|ε|''2^|^|^^ι|ε|/>1, p2 = (2σ—r0)/(^r0+2), the transformations
like 2° jc=e*s, Y=A(al9βι)V9 «ι=n/2, βι=mrJ2, change (1) to

(υ_2 _2)/2(υ_ ) dV
ds

(5)
Γ ° ! Ί

F.

4° At the last, in the region |j?|^M2|e|/'2, we transform (1) by x — εp2r,
Y=Λ(γ2,V)W, r2=(σmrQ+ro)l(mrQ+2), then (1) becomes

O

Sometimes this differential equation is referred to the inner equation and its
solutions are called inner ones. Similarly, the reduced differential equation (3) is
sometimes called the outer equation and its solutions outer ones. These namings
we use in the following.

2) These roots are not turning points of the given differential equation and they are
called secondary turning points in the Wasow [13].
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1. 4. The simplest case. In the above case, as already mentioned, the two-
segment condition is v>2μ+2, and the simplest may be the case μ=0 and v=3.
Because the reduced equations (4) and (5) coincide. In the present paper we will
analyse this case. The characteristic polygon in this case snaps just on the .XT-axis,
and the function a(x,ε)=x* —ε by putting c— — 1. The assumption c=—l does not
lose generality but it is only convenient. Thus the above reduced equations are
written as:

1° In the region Mι|e|1/8

(7)
dZ
dx -ίc ;κ 0 0

2° In the region

(8)(0)

and

^ Γ O 1-1
dt Lf-1 θj

3° In the region lx|g

As mentioned in 1.3.4°, the original turning point #—0 corresponds to the
point t—0 for the equation (8). However, the point t=Q is clearly not a turning
point of (8) and then a solution of (8) may give us the value at the original turning
point #—0.

If we could obtain the solution of the equation (8) in the region of t for all t
such that 0^|ί|<oo (except for neighborhoods of roots of ts—1=0), this solution
would play a role of the inner one. Hence, naturally the third equation, i.e., (9) is
unnecessary for our turning point problem.

1. 5. The problem. Under the above situation, we set the problem.
The differential equation to be considered in the present paper is

(10)

or equivalently

(100

in the (x, ε)-region such as

dY
dx

dy2

dx2
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The problem is to get the solution of (10) in the full neighbourhood of the
origin as ε tends to zero. In order to do it, we shall use the matching method.

1° In the region Me1/B^\x\^x0, the differential equation (10) is reduced by
the transformation

(ID

to

(12)

-Γ1

Lo

dZ
dx

or by changing a notation x~sε=λ,

Z.

2° For all t such as |/|<co except for neighbourhoods of the roots of t3 —1=0,
we shall consider

QdU_J 0 11
dt Lt*-l OJ '(13)

where

(14)

The former we call the outer differential equation and the later the inner one.
Since two regions overlap for all ε sufficiently small, the outer and the inner so-
lutions can be matched if they are obtained.

Thus we shall obtain the formal outer solutions in § 2 and the formal inner so-
lutions in § 3. In § 4 we shall consider the topological properties of the inner region,
because the formal solutions obtained in § 3 are asymptotic expansions of the actual
solutions in the subsets of the inner region called canonical regions.

In §§ 5 and 6, the existence of actual outer and inner solutions will be showed.
Since the canonical regions are subsets of the inner region and the existence of
actual solutions is proved in each canonical region, we must relate all the inner
solutions if we wish to know the properties of the solutions in the full neighbour-
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hood of the origin. Therefore in §7 we shall get the relations between inner
solutions, i.e., the connection matrices between inner solutions in one canonical
region and another canonical region. In § 8 the inner and the outer solutions will
be matched. The last section (§9) summarizes the results.

§ 2. Formal outer solutions.

In this section we consider the differential equation 1.5. (12) defined outside
the turning point x=Q, and we shall obtain formal outer solutions, whose asymp-
toticity will be given in § 5.

2. 1. Simplification. First of all, we notice that the constant coefficient of
1.5. (12) possesses two different eigenvalues 1 and — 1. Thus, if we transform
it by

(1) Z=QV, Q=[J "*],

it is changed to

<-
where λ=x~sε, tf=-l/2-3#1/2/4 and 6=l/2-

Let us write (2) in

(20 λx*'* - =AV, A(x, Λ)=
ax

Furthermore let us transform (2) by

( 3 ) V=PW, P(x, X)=Σ Pr(x)λr, P0=I (the 2-by-2 unit matrix).
r=0

Then we have

( 4 ) λx^j- =BW, B(x, λ}=P-lAP-λx*/2P-lPr = Σ Br(x)λr.
ax r=o

Equating the same powers of λ of the second equality of (4), we get

r-i- Σ PjBr-,=x"*P'r-ι (r=2, 3, -0,
J=0
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or, by remembering P0= /,

(5) 0 B0=AQ,

(5)ι ΛPι

(5), AA-PrA=*"'Pί-ι-ΛPr-ι + ΣP*Br-/+Br (r=2, 3,
L .7=1

We want to determine Br and Pr such types as

(r=0,l,2, ), and Pr

That is to say, we want to choose the transformation (3) so that the matrix of the
coefficient B of (4) is diagonal. In fact, we can show at once from (5)ι that

#!= Λ by choosing Pι = \ ιn J . Other #r's will be determined successive-
LO bj [_a/Z 0 J

ly by (5)r. Because, since the bracket of the right side of (5)r contains B0, Blt •••,
Br-i and P0, Pi, '-,Pr-ι, the Pr and Br would be determined in desired forms if
we assume that B3, P3 (j— 0,1,2, •• ,r— 1) were known already. Thus follow the
equalities

I f r-l
pi _ •*• J pi/ ^3/2 r,Έ)\ _1_ V1 P 1/? 2

1 r——\Jrr-ιX —aJrr-i-rZj^j Br-
^ I .7=1

and

Therefore we could get the differential equation (4) with B the diagonal coefficient
by the formal transformation (3).

2. 2. Formal solutions. Let

and

°0 ι , . ) o T-LP* i

ΓTF1 0
From (4) it follows, by putting W= „ W
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dWk

λx^^— =BkWk (k=l, 2).
ax

Since the above differential equations are of the first order we obtain their solutions:

where 0(ε2)'s represent functions of ε of order two with coefficients bounded for x
sucίi tnat ik/ε = |^ |—XQ

By combining two transformations (1) and (3), we obtain the formal solutions
of (2), Z=(QP)W, that is to say,

rzn z12] [i-P2 -i+pη \wι o ] ra-PW1 -a-p1)^2]
" ""

where

1±P1-1±

and O(ε2)'s represent functions with the same property as already mentioned. Hence
we get the fundamental matrix of the differential equation 1.5. (12) and it consists
of

(6)! Zn = ̂ -3/4exp|^|-^/2+;^^

(6)2 Zιa=ΛΓ8/4exp[-~|-a?B/a-^^^

(6)3 Z21-^-3/4ex

(6)4 Z22 = ̂ 8/4expΓ-^!-^^

where O(ε2)'s have the obvious meaning. Therefore, the given equation 1.5. (10)
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has the solution Γ=diag [l,x3/2]Z, i.e.,

(7) YU=Z11, Y12=Z12, Y21=xs/2Z21, Y22=x*/2Z22.

Summing up the above statements we have proved the following

THEOREM A. [Formal outer solution]. The differential equation 1.5. (12)
possesses the formal solution (6), then (7) is the formal outer solutions of the
differential equation 1.5. (10):

£,ε) 'expj( — —

where

and O(ε) represents a formal power series of ε beginning with the degree one with
coefficients bounded for x containing in the whole outer region Mε1/3ί

§ 3. Formal inner solutions.

In this section, we shall consider the differential equation 1.5. (13) and obtain
their formal solutions, which are formal inner solutions of 1.5. (10). The technique
used here is very similar to one in the previous section.

3.1. Simplification. Let us write 1.5. (13) as

where p=ε1/6, p(t)—f — l and U is a 2-by 2 matrix or a 2-dim. vector.
If we consider (1) outside neighbourhoods of the roots of p(t)=Q (as mentioned

in 1.5.2°), the matrix C has always two different eigenvalues.
Transforming (1) by

(2) U=RX,

we have

( 3 ) pϊjf =DX, D(t, p) =

where
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*-[r _:•<•] - *~τ"€ i
Further, let S be a matrix of formal power series of p and transform (3) by

(4) X=SH, S(t,p)

Then (3) becomes

(5) p=EH, E(t,p)=S-ίDS-pS-ίS'=ΣEr(t)pr.
at r=o

We want to determine matrices S and E so that they have forms

and

o ^2 i o

Such choices are possible as performed in the previous section. Indeed, we get
the following recurrence formulae:

o - So£o =0, (ASi + AS0) - (So î +Sι£Ό) =Sί

(A&+ A&-0- Σ SjEr-j=S'r-ι (r=2, 3, •••).
J=0

From the above formulae we see

and

9 — — h~1/2( f>' h-3/zY^- P (PP )

in general

-
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and

As shown easily by short calculation, the following relations are valid:

SJ=(-1)TSJ, Bl=(-iγ»Ei (r=l, 2, -..).

5. £. Formal solutions. Since the coefficient of the differential equation (5) is
diagonal, we get at once its solutions and hence the solutions of (1) by considering
transformations (2) and (4). The matrix

is a solution of the differential equation (1) and its elements are given by

( 6 >! Un - (l-SΌH1

(6) 2 C7"=-α-S1)J^=/<0-1/4exp- — )1/2* [-l+^0^

(6)3 u"=p^ι+s*)H^p(tr*^v-p(ty^
P

( 6 )4 tΓ *=^

where

ψ(t) =

and O(p2)'s are to be understood to posses the similar nature to the O(ε2)'s in the
previous section though the regions of definition are different.

Thus we have proved the following

THEOREM B. [Formal inner solution]. The differential equation (1) possesses
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the formal solutions (6), which are related to the formal inner solutions of the
differential equation 1.5. (10) by 1.5. (14):

-°J}

where

and O(p) represents a formal power series of p beginning with the degree one with
coefficients bounded for t such that |ί|<oo except for the neighbourhoods of zeros
of p(t\

§4. Canonical regions.

In order to state the asymptotic nature of the inner solutions, we have to
choose appropriate integration paths of integral equations presentted in the section
six. For this purpose, we shall consider some properties of the ^-plane in slight
detail. Also, we choose appropriate sectors for outer solutions in accordance with
canonical regions for inner solutions.

4.1. Turning points and Stokes curves. We consider the following second
order linear ordinary differential equation containing a positive small parameter p,

(1) A"-ΛOy=o,

where p(f) is a polynomial and especially p(t)=t* — l.
The point t0 is called a (secondary) turning point of (1) if it is a zero of p(f),

i.e., p(to)=0. The order of the turning point t0 is the multiplicity of the zero of
p(f) at ί=f0.

A Stokes curve of (1) is a curve proceeding from a turning point t=t0 along
which

By a short calculation, we can show that there proceed m+2 Stokes curves from
a turning point of order m, and neighbouring curves meet at an angle 2π/(m+2).

Let
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Fig. 2. Stokes curves for p(t)=fB—l are represented by solid curves.

For the case p(t)=t3—!, the Stokes curves are roughly sketched in Fig. 2. Since
each turning point is of order one, there proceed three Stokes curves and neighbour-
ing curves make an angle 2ττ/3.

In the figure, small numbers near the turning points and Stokes curves repre-
sent respectively angles of tangents of the Stokes curves at the turning points and
angles of asymptotes as t tends to infinity. Dotted lines are curves proceeding
from turning points along which Imξ(t0, t)=0.

4. 2. Canonical regions. Let Di be an unbounded open set whose boundaries
are Stokes curves IjjcS. A set sum of some DJs and / '̂s would be transformed
into a set in the £ -plane with the orthogonal coordinate system (Ref, Im£) by the
transformation ζ=ξ(t0,f) for a fixed turning point tϋ. If a sum of neighbouring
Di's and //fc's is mapped all over the f-plane simply or not doubly even in a part,
then the sum is called the canonical region of (1). For instance, consider the case
p(t)=t*-l and see Fig. 2. Let
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Then ^)0 is a canonical region of (1) for p(t)=ts-l. Here we must notice the set
g)o is mapped onto the f-plane in two different ways corresponding to the choice
of the branches of p(f)1/2. Indeed, if the branch is chosen so that Im?(l,f)^0 on
/2δ, /23 and /sβ, then the point set g)Q is transformed as shown in Fig. 3. On the
other hand, if the branch is chosen such that Imf(l,ί)^0 on all of them,
is illustrated as in Fig. 4, where ξ(<Do)=\Jtes)Qξ(l,t).

Df

4*7

41

Df

0?*

4*7 4*3

@

Dt

1*

/* 7*
'12 %

4*5

A*

ω* '

7*
*45

Fig. 3. Image of

4*5

A*

<Pί V

&

a 4i

A*
ω*

-̂  V

4*3

41 ,

A*
1*

^ f

* e

V.

*

«

A*
ω2*

y 5>ΐ

β

Ref

Fig. 4. Image of

For the case p(t)=t*—l, we want to choose the canonical regions of the type
not in Fig. 3, but in Fig. 4, namely, of the type such that all the cuts are situated
in the upper half plane. Moreover we choose several canonical regions so that
neighbouring canonical regions overlap each other and all of them cover doubly
all the f-plane. This reason will be clarified in the section seven.

All of our canonical regions S)3 are as follows:

These images in the f-plane are similar to ^}0. Other choices of canonical regions
are possible, but the above choice appears to be most convenient.

Many properties about the canonical regions of the entire functions are analyzed
in Evgrafov-Fedoryuk [1]. In this paragraph, we have mentioned only a few proper-
ties necessary for the later studies.

4. 3. Outer regions. As shown later, the formal outer solutions obtained in
the second section are asymptotic power series expansions of the actual solutions
in sectors, i.e., angular regions which we call the outer regions. Choose the outer
regions ©y according to the canonical regions £)j as follows:

3) Df designates the image of Dt by £=£(!,*), i.e., Df = ξ(Di), and similarly /$.=
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Here θ is a fixed small positive constant and ©, is small parts of Qj near the circle
\x\—ε1/3M called shadow zones, which will be pointed out precisely in the next
section.

§ 5. Existence of outer solutions.

There exist, in each outer region, actual solutions of the outer differential
equation 7.5. (12) or (12') expansible asymptotically in the formal outer solutions
obtained in the second section. Since the proof is, however, very similar to the
previous paper by Nishimoto [6], we shall state only the result in the theorems and
the integration paths which play an important role in their proof.

5. 2. Existence theorems.
THEOREM C. There exists a solution z(x, λ) of the outer differential equation

which possesses the following asymptotic nature. For 0<ε^εί^ε0,

*(a?,Λ)=exp \ (- — +b\χ-*/2dχ] [l+O(λ)] as λ-*Q uniformly for Λ?€®,

^ z(x, λ)=-(λx*/2Yl expΓΓ (- y +b\χ-3/2dx~\ [l+Otf)] as Λ->0 uniformly for

where b=l/2—(3l£)xί/2, λ=x~sε and © is any one of the outer regions.

THEOREM C7. There exists a solution z(x, λ) of the outer differential equation
which possesses the following asymptotic nature. For

B
x /I \ Ί{-γ+a]χ s/2dx Hl-hOCQ] as Λ—>0 uniformly for #eS£),

\ Λ / J

-3£ *fo^) = (^8/2)-1 expΓΓ(y +a}χ-*/2dχ] [l+O(λ)] as ;.->0 uniformly fo

where a=—1/2—(3/4)Λ;1/2, ^=Λ7~3ε cwd © is α^y <?̂ ^ of the outer regions.

In order to prove the above theorems we must choose the integration paths
along which both of the following inequalities are valid in every outer region:

PP V '/»-3/2ί-1//'y<:Π fnr all τ<=9R+

JVC 1 Jj Λ WtX/^V/ Ivl <Λ1L t t /Oj;,
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and

Re \ x~3/2λ~1dx^Q for all
Jr

We shall show in the next paragraph these choices are possible.

5. 2. Paths of integration. We have defined five outer regions ©^ in 4. 3.
The outer region © in Theorems C and C', can be taken any one of ®/s, in which
paths of integration $p* satisfying desired conditions can be chosen.

Notice ©2 and ©4 is in position of complex conjugate of ©i and ©3 respectively.
Let

and let for any set A

Then we see that

Imτ

Rer

Fig. 5.
A —
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which is a sector defined by

^τr+ 50/2, ε1/3M^|f|^

and

which is a sector defined by

^a = {f: τr/2 - 50/2 ̂

where cSi and £ 2 are called shadow zones defined later.
The path φ| starts from the point £, runs to the real axis along the segment

parallel to the imaginary axis, runs, if necessary, along a part of the circle |£| = |£|
with a center at the origin as far as the real axis and then runs onto the circle
\τ\=x0 along the real axis in the positive derection.

The path φ* is very similar to φ| but slightly different. That is, after it
runs, if necessary, on a part of the circle |£| = |#| it runs either on the negative

Imr

A —

Fig. 6. <S2=S>ι=®2

4) The bar besignates the complex conjugate.
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real axis to the border of Si for the case Si, or on the segment with arg τ=π+5θ!2
as far as the border of £2 for the case Sz The figures explain explicitly these
aspects. However we notice that small parts of Si and £2 near the circle
|τ|=έ1/3M must be deleted, because if the starting point x of the paths belongs to
one of them the required condition

Re(£-τ)^0 or

is impossible. These deleted parts Si and Sz are called shadow zones which shrink
to the origin as ε tends to zero, therefore deleting shadow zones does not affect
our theory. The shadow zones @/s in the j?-plane are inverse images of Si or Sz-

The paths ̂  are defined the inverse images of φf.

§6. Existence of inner solutions.

This section is devoted to showing existence of actual inner solutions asymp-
totically expansible in the formal power series solutions.

6. 1. Existence theorem. We shall show the following:
THEOREM D. The differential equation 1.5. (13) possesses solutions such that

-1/4 exp[- ~^P(tY/

( 10 ~u(tf P) = - ~p(t}^ exp [- -1

uniformly for t€g)δ as /o=ε1/6 tends to zero. Here g)δ is a region obtained from a
canonical region by deleting ^-neighbourhoods of the boundary, δ is an arbitrarily
fixed positive and small constant.

Proof. The equation 1.5. (13) is changed to

dφ P1/2 2

by the transformations

£7=£-1/4expΓ- — (*ρ(f)l/*di\ R § Φ,

where
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Let

Then, (2) is equivalent to the integral equations

φι(f) = P\ {a(ζ)ψl(ζ)-β(ζ)φz(ζ)} exp Γ- ftf*)1'
J&+ L P Jζ

(3)

If the integration path <£>+ is chosen appropriately, the above integral equations
could be solved. Along the path <p+, we want to have the property

Indeed, this choice is possible if we remember how to determine the canonical
regions. One way of possible choices is shown in Figures 2 and 3.

If the integration path £>+ with the desired property can be chosen, we can
obtain solutions of (3) as follows.

Let

(30 Φ=<

where 3 represents the integral operator defined by (3). Then (30 is the same as
(3). Furthermore, let

and

This means that

^» = p( (aφ^-βφ^) exp Γ— ^p1/2dt~\dζ

^ = p (βφ^-aφ^)dζ

We get an estimate

(4)

where
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(\a} + \β\)\dζ\.
h

Notice ψ is bounded for t in the canonical region except for the neighbourhoods of
the secondary turning points, and so put

Now, we shall prove (4). Clearly it is true for n=Q: \φf\^l O' = l, 2). Remembering
how to choose the path, we see, by induction, that

Similar calculation is valid for <p2

(n+1)

Also, by taking p so small that the series Σw-o \2ψop\n converges, we obtain
the following estimates:

By noticing the above preparatory estimates and the relation

— ('p^dil RS Φ, U(= — U2 and u=Ul9

we can show (1) and (10, namely, we get

-p-1^ exp Γ- — Γ/)1/2^Ί| ̂  P~l/* expΓ- — Γί1

— p1M exp Γ- ~ ̂ pl/*di\ I ̂  — P1M exp Γ- — Γ

These two inequalities are equivalent to the relations (1) and (10 respectively.
Therefore we have proved the theorem. Q.E.D.

Since we can choose the path £P_ along which the inequality

Re (' ρ(t)l/2dέ^Q
Jc

is valid in the canonical region, we obtain by the same discussion the following

THEOREM Dr. There exist solutions of the differential equation 1.5. (13) pos-
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sessing the following asymptotic nature

v(t,p)=p(t)-v'vφ\ — \ p(t)1/zdt HI+OO?)],

d 1 Γl Γ 1
-jrv(t, p) = — p(f)l/* exp — V p(f)l/2 dt [1+0(0)],
at p L p J J

uniformly in tξ£)δ as p tends to zero.

6. 2. Another asymptotic nature. Theorems D and Dr state the asymptotic
properties of the solutions with respect to the parameter, but if we notice the last
estimates in the preceeding paragraph then we can see that the solutions possess
asymptotic properties with respect to the independent variable. That is to say:

// ί->oo so that ReS'p(ty/2dt-

u(t,

u(t, p) -X01/4 exp [- -

uniformly in p
Similarly, if t-*oo so that Reί'p(t)l/*dt-*-oo,

d (4_ λ 1 _1/4 , ,.
^(^)~7^)1/4exp|-

uniformly in p

Clearly, two solutions u and v are independent and possess two asymptotic
natures in any one of canonical regions. Relation between independent solutions
in one canonical region and the other will be obtained in the next section.

§7. Connection between inner solutions.

By applying the theory of Evgrafov-Fedoryuk [1], we can get relations between
solutions in one canonical region and in the others. Although the proof is simple,
we shall state only the result.

7 ' . .7. Connection matrices (1). In the preceeding section, we have obtained
the fundamental solutions u and v of the inner equation such that
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-1/4exp —

v~ c£-1/4exp

as p tends to zero uniformly for t€g)δ, where ξ(t)=ίip1/2dt, p(t)=ts-l and 2)b is
given in Theorem D or D'. The complex constant c is to be chosen such that
|c|=l, lim ί_>ι, ί€ίarg[c />~1/4]=0, where / is a Stokes curve proceeding from the
secondary turning point f=l. We call the fundamental matrix determined in this
way the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (/, 1, £)) according to Evgrafov-
Fedoryuk [1].

Let

f Uf

be the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (4, 1, g)k), and let Ωjk be the
matrix of transition from the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (/;,!,
to the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (4, 1, £)k), that is,

uj

vy

Uj

or

Here /0, /i and /2 denote Stokes curves /28, /is and 112 respectively.
With the above preliminaries we can get the relation between three elementary

fundamental matrices around the secondary turning point t=l. These relations
are stated in the following:

THEOREM E. [Connection matrices around t=l]. The connection matrices Ωjk$
have the forms

L 0)12 OJ

i
0)12

L O)20 0-

l

0)20

L 0)Qi 0-

5) Aτ denotes the transposed matrix of A.
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where ωjk = l-+O(ρ), as /o—»0, and

The proof is given in the Evgrafov-Fedoryuk [1], and so omitted here. The
above theorem tells us all the relation between the solutions around the secondary
turning point t=l. Moreover it enables us to know relations between the solutions
around other secondary turning points, because the structures of regions near the
secondary turning points are very similar from our choice of canonical regions
(cf. 4.2.). Thus the connection matrices around the secondary turning points t=ω
and t=ω2 possess all the same forms as the case in the theorem.

7. 2. Connection matrices (2). In addition to the above theorem, if we got
connection matrices between elementary fundamental matrices around one secondary
turning point and the others, we could get all the relations between any pair of
two elementary fundamental matrices of inner solutions.

Indeed, after a simple calculation, we have connection matrices between two
elementary fundamental matrices definee by (/23,1, £)0) and (/36, ω

2, £)o), (4s, 1, £)o)
and (/25, (o, £)o) respectively.

THEOREM F. The connection matrix from the elementary fundamental matrix
defined by (/23,1, £)0) to the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (/36, ω

2,.
is given by

Ve-r,ίP 0

0-23*1/36

L 0 e^1

where

Γl = Γ pv*dt and lim arg^1/4 - lim arg/r1/4= -A7Γ-(_ i) = - ̂ π.
Jl t£l23,t-*l t€l$6, ί-»α>2 4 \ y / θΌ

The connection matrix from the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (/25, ω, &
to the elementary fundamental matrix defined by (/23,1, ^)0) is given by

rr2//> 0

0 eτ*'

where

and lim - - - - - .
36 \ 4 / 9

§ 8. Matching matrix.

In this section, we will calculate the matching matrix which is a connecting
relation matrix between the inner solution and the outer one.
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8. 1. Matching matrix (1). We shall match the inner solution defined by
(/o, l,^)o) and the outer one in the sector: 3τr/5<arg^<7τr/5 or 3τr/5<argί<7τr/5,
i.e., the sector of the outer region $£>0 and the corresponding canonical region S)^.
In this sector, the fundamental matrix of the outer solutions possesses the following
asymptotic expansion

Γar»" 0 1 Γ*n -*ιa] (fl 2 v Π 0
(1) Go Fo E0=\ exp \(—-x*<*+x-v*\\

L O x^\ Ui zn\ [ V ε 5 / L O -i

where ^Λ = l+O(e) as ε tends to zero for x belonging to ®0 and a branch of #3/4

is arbitrarily chosen. The fundamental matrix of inner solutions defined by
(/o, 1, «0o) possesses the asymptotic expansion

~l/ί 0 1 Γ«n -«12] ί / ! fί \ Γ 1 O
(2) Gt Fi E> = -exp (-\^Λ)

0 c^1/4J ki ^22 J [\f> Jl ^Lo -i

where ^^=1+0(10) as |0 tends to zero for t belonging to £)0 and c is chosen such
that |c|=l and arg(c/>-1/4)=0 as t tends 1 along the Stokes curve /„, i.e., c=e*πτ/\

Then the matching matrix 9ftι between the above two solutions is related by
the equation

(3)

or

( 30

In view of (1), (2) and (3) or (30, we can calculate ϋϋίi. Indeed, we get:

THEOREM G. [Matching matrix]. The matching matrix 9ftι defined by (3) is
of a form

0

e~c

as ε tends to zero, and GI is a constant given in the proof.

Proof. First, we notice that the two variables x and t are connected by the
relations x=tp2 and p—εl/& and that x=ηp belongs to the outer region 5E)0 for p
small and t=ηp~l belongs to the inner region or to the canonical region g)0 for p
small, where η is an additional complex parameter whose magnitude may be taken
constant, say, unit. Since, after a simple computation,
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1 pί ι/2 _

p Ji

where the O-symbol denotes a fractional power series of p and η~~l beginning with
r>rrlp>r ιn~ 7/2Λ5/2 γtjn or^forder η~1/zpQ/\ we get

exp Γ± 0+ — ^p1/

and

exp Γ± g + — ϊ V/

Thus we get, denoting the (j, ^-element of 5Dίι by tn/*,

l 0
'K and K=

where the O-symbol denotes a matrix whose components consist of fractional
power series of p and η~l beginning with an order η~7/2ρ5/2 and we remark that
O(η~7/2ρ5/2)=O(p5/2) for 7] whose magnitude is constant.

Then the right side of (30 is

a8" 0 1Γ^-1/4 0 I Γ w π -

0 ^-3/4J L 0 pψ^\ [u21 %

in which c= exp (3^/4) and the first matrix F0 and the last one F% are in the form

rι -n

and x^p~l/ί and p3χ-3/*p1/4 is ^3/2{l+O(^-y)}, hence we have

Γl 0]
F^G^GiF^cp^l \+0(p5'2)

LO lj

by inserting x=ηp and t=ηp-1.
Remarking that K'1 exists for p small and it is of the form I+O(p*/2), we get

Γi o
(4)

From the above equality (4), we can determine trie's. Indeed, since e~Clmn
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=cp*/2+O(p5/2), ecιm22=cps/2+O(p5/2), e-^niu and ec^m22 are clearly asymptotically
equal to cε174 as p tends to zero for any fixed η. Hence tttn~c£Clε1/4 and m22 — ce~Clεl/*
as ε tends to zero. As for tΠι2 and m2ι, we can determine them as follows. Since
the matching matrix is not dependent on the independent variable x or t, we can
choose as x or t arbitrary values in the relations

(5)

and

(6)

In the equation (5), we choose t on the path <£>+, namely, t=\ΐ\e**l/5 for \t\ large or
η—gβπί/5 for p smaiL Then, Re [ez°] becomes large for p small, but the right side of
(5) becomes small for p small. Hence the ttiι2 must be asymptotically zero as p
tends to zero. On the other hand, in the equation (6), we choose t on the path <P_,
namely, t=\t\eiπί/δ for \t\ large or ^=e^/5 for p small. Then, Re [e~2g] becomes
large for p small but the right side of (6) becomes small for p small. This induces
that the m2ι also must be asymptotically zero as p tends to zero. Therefore, we
have completed the theorem. Q.E.D.

8. 2. Matching matrix (2). In the preceding paragraph, we obtained the
matching matrix of the outer solution in SDo and the inner solution defined by
(/o, 1, £Do). The matching matrix of the outer solution in SD0 and the inner solution
defined by (/36, ω

2 <D0) or (/25, ω, £)<>) are calculated by the same method in Theorem
G.

Let 3Jlω2 (or 9ftω) be the matching matrix of the fundamental matrix of outer
solutions in the sector S£)0 and the fundamental matrix of inner solutions defined
by (/ββ, ω2, <Do) (or (/2B, ω, ̂ )0)) Then, noticing that

1 f* 1 Γ * 1 Γ1

\ P1/2dt = — \ pl/2 dt + — \ pl/2dt =
P Jω2 /O Jl |0 Jω2

1
-- n,

1 Γ J 1 Γ* 1 Γ1

— \ p1/2dt = — \p1/2dt + — \
P Jo, /O Jl ^ Jω

and

where n and τ2 are constants defined by in Theorem F, and replacing cι in the
proof of Theorem G by cι — (l/p)τι or c1 + (l//o)r2, we get the asymptotic expansions
of 2JU and mω.

THEOREM H. The matching matrices 5CRω2 and Wω are given by
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0 1 \eτ^ 0

0 e-ΐ2/<

as ε tends to zero. Here, c ί f τ3 O' = l, 2) are constants given in Theorem G and
Theorem F respectively.

8. 3. Matching matrix (3). In the preceding paragraphs, we obtained the
matching matrices in the sector according to ̂  or £)Q. Since the outer and inner
solutions, however, possess the same asymptotic expansions in the other sectors too,
and there exist paths along which the real part of g tends to ±co as ρ-̂ 0, the
matching matrices in the other sectors must be of the same asymptotic form.
Thus we have completed the relation between the outer solution and the inner one
in each sector according to every canonical region.

§ 9. Example.

9. 1. Summary. We shall summarize the results of the present paper. We
have considered the second order linear ordinary differential equation containing a
small positive parameter (10) in § 1. The equation contains a turning point at
the origin and satisfies the (simplest) two segment condition. We have analyzed it
to get solutions in two different regions which are called the outer and the inner
ones and overlap each other. Therefore, we can calculate the matching matrix
between two solutions. In fact, one of the matching matrices is given in Theorem
G in § 8. In the outer region, the formal outer solution was easily obtained in § 2
because the outer region does not contain the turning point, and its asymptotic
nature was shown in §5.

The inner solution was obtained in the whole ^-plane containing the turning
point but except for the neighbourhoods of the secondary turning points (§ 3) and
its asymptotic nature was shown in §6. However, the asymptoticity is valid only
in the sector with a central angle 4π/5 which is not maximal and the maximal
angle is 6τr/5 (cf. Nakano [5].) The region in which the asymptoticity of the inner
solutions are valid is called the canonical region by Evgrafov-Fedoryuk [1] (§4).
The canonical region contains the routes or paths along which the exponential
parts of the two independent inner solutions grow as t tends to infinity. This
growth is essential for the proof of the asymptoticity of the solutions (§ 6) and for
the calculation of the matching matrix (§8).

Relations between inner solutions are given in § 7. These relations are presen-
ted in the form of matrices in Theorems E and F.

Thus, if we want to know the relation between two outer solutions in one
outer region and in the other, we have only to calculate the matching matrix from
the first outer solution to the inner one in the first sector, calculate the connection
matrix from the inner solution to an inner solution and calculate, if necessary,
connection matrices from this inner solution to other inner solutions, the last one
of which must belong to the second sector, in which we have only to calculate a
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matching matrix of the last inner solution and the second outer solution (cf. 9.2).
The value at the origin, i.e., at the turning point, can be obtained from the

inner solution.
Hence, we can get all values of the solution of the given equation in the

region of definition except for the neighbourhoods of the secondary turning points.

9. 2. Example. We shall illustrate the relation between two outer solutions
by a simple example.

Let FO be an outer solution in the sector ©0 Then we can know values
of the solution of the given differential equation in the sector ©i from FO.

Let Y~ be an inner solution in the canonical region £)0 which corresponds to
the outer region ©0. By Theorem G, F<τ and Y~ are related by the equality

(1) Fr=Γo3H-,

where 3Jl~ is a matching matrix which matches FΓ and FO and its asymptoticity
property is given by

0
( 2 )

as ε tends to zero.
The solution F~ may be considered as the elementary fundamental solution

defined by (/0, 1, ^)0) Then, F~ can be continued by the connection matrix Ω01

onto the inner region £)ι. If F+ is the inner solution, continued from F~, in the
canonical region £)ι, Y~ and F+ are related by the equality

(3) Fί=Fr£oι,

Γ-i 1
( 4 )

1 0.

as ε tends to zero.
The inner solution F+ enables us to know values in the outer region SX.

Indeed, since Y\ is the inner solution defined by (/i, 1, «0ι) and a constant corre-
sponding to c in (2) (see the proof of Theorem G) is e2πί/\ if 9ft+ is a matching
matrix in the sector corresponding to <3)λ or ©i, i.e.,

(5) ^+~e^/

as ε tends to zero, the matrix Fί defined by
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(6) Y^YtW+r1

becomes an outer solution in SV Thus, YO and Fί are connected by the relation

as ε tends to zero. The above equality is followed from (1), (3) and (6), and the

last asymptotic relation is true from (2), (4) and (5).

Since SE)0 contains the negative real axis and the outer solution YO gives us

values on it and since ®ι contains the positive real axis, we can know values on

the positive real axis from the values on the negative real axis. The branch of

XB/* is to be chosen same both on the positive and negative real axis.
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